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BULLETIN 153

Christopher Goodwin

This is the first, spring issue of the 2021 subscription year (nos. 153-156). If you have paid this
year’s subscription already, thank you. If you have not, you will get this issue ‘on the benefit of the
doubt’ with a subscription form; you will get the July issue initially as a PDF only, but you will
need to subscribe by then to get the printed issue too.
Thank you very much to the contributors. It is as varied an issue as we ever publish, with
thoughts on temperament, news of a research project on the first piano in Australia, an article on
the restoration of a bell-harp, important news on decisive evidence concerning the Bassanos’
maker’s mark, a CD review, the results of practical research on the puzzling question of whether
early gut strings were slightly conical – rather than simply (all too often) being false, and finally a
piece on the Danish flute virtuoso Joachim Andersen and the Boehm flute. This last piece I
especially enjoyed not only because I played the flute at school – and envied a boy who had an old
fashioned wooden flute, which made a sound so much sweeter than my silver-plated Yamaha – but
because it reminds us of the broader issues of how one type of instrument replaces another. How?
Very gradually and with some reluctance it would appear – I did know that Wagner of all people
really disliked the modern, cylindrical Boehm flute, in comparison with the old types.
Note that these last two articles I translated myself, from Italian and German, using
Googletranslate – which has dramatically improved in recent years, from something comically bad
to something which is, at least, a good servant, if not a good master. If – and only if – you have
some grasp of both the source languages and of the technical vocabulary, it dramatically speeds the
process of translating into your own tongue. So in future we can confidently accept papers in
French, German, Spanish or Italian.
Let us all hope that the Covid nightmare is gradually coming under control – and keep those
Comms coming!
Welcome to new members
We welcome new members this quarter: Cesar Hernandez, Paul Tunzi, Jeffrey Allan, and David
Lasocki.
STANDING CALL FOR PAPERS
The Fellowship of Makers and Researchers of Historical Instruments welcomes papers on all
aspects of the history and making of historical musical instruments. Communications or
‘Comms’ as they are called, appeared unedited (please don’t be libellous or insulting to other
contributors!), so please send them EXACTLY as you wish them to appear – in 12 point type, on
A4 paper with a 25mm or 1 inch border all round, or to put it another way, if you are using
non-European paper sizes, then the text area must be 160 x 246 mm (or at least no wider or
longer than this). Our printers make a good job of scanning photos.
In naming your Communication, remember that people will search for it online using
keywords. So if you are discussing, say, a Ruckers harpsichord in Paris, call it ‘Observations on a
Ruckers harpsichord in Paris’, rather than ‘Observations on a curious old instrument.’

You can send contributions EITHER on paper, OR as a Word-compatible or PDF
attachment. If you really do not have access to a word processor of any kind, we may be able to
retype typed or handwritten submissions; send it to our cover address.
The email address for Comms sent as attachments (and other email correspondence) is
Lutesoc@aol.com or secretary@fomrhi.org Non-members will be given a year's free subscription
if they send in a Communication to the Quarterly.
If your interests have changed, and you don’t now want to be a member of FoMRHI, please
let us know, to save postage costs.
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Walt Sweet

.

Some thoughts on the nomenclature of enharmonics
If you're playing a piano, or other keyboard, and you're using equal temperament, then
there's only one black key between D and E: there's only one place to get to. If you're in the
key of Eb, it will be written on the first line of the staff (with 3 flats in the key signature) and
we'll call it Eb (no other markings). If you're in the key of E with 4 sharps, the next lower note
will be called D#, and it will be written just below the first line of the treble staff (as a D with
no other markings at the note). Let's say you're in a key like F that has D-nat and E-nat.
When ascending the scale, it is efficient to write D, D#, E rather than D, Eb, E-nat (to cancel
the effect of the printed accidental); when descending the scale, under these circumstances,
it is efficient to write E, Eb, D rather than E, D#, D-nat (to cancel the effect of the printed
accidental). On the piano, you have one black key to press; on the flute, you have one keyspatula to press (unless your name is Quantz).
Just Diatonic Scales use simple fractional ratios, and the harmony is sweeter. Let's say that
middle C is your point of departure, approx 261.6 Hz. You will use simple ratios to get Just
Ratios for the keys of F, Bb and then Eb (where Eb is the tonic, "Ut" at 310.0 Hz). Now if we
go back to the key of C, but instead work our way to the key of E, then the frequency of D#
(as "Ti") will differ from our Eb above. This would make Mr. Quantz happy. If there is only
one key-lever, you would lip the pitch in.
In Just Diatonic scales, please note that many notes along the way will also be modified: If
our starting scale is C at 261.1 Hz, then D (as "Re") will be 294.3 Hz . If we use simple ratios
and work our way to the key of Eb at 310.0 Hz, that D (as "Ti" will be 290.7 Hz . Note that
the printed music does not use different names for D; a violinist or a skilled singer would
alter the frequency in accordance with the chosen key. So therefore, if we want the correct
frequency for our D, and we know there's a difference according to the chosen key, and we
don't want (or need) extra symbols to tell us so, it is my opinion that the ascending sequence
named D, D#, E is just as good as the descending sequence E, Eb, D; the key signature
(and our musical aesthetics) tell us what frequency to use when playing the note in the
middle.
We interrupt this Regularly-Scheduled Pontification for a Special Report on Sweet's Integral
Scale:
.Ut...Re...Mi...Fa..Sol...La...Ti...Do
240 270 300 320 360 400 450 480..........Twenty-Four is the LCD of the Pythagorean
Ratios (Just Diatonic).
The 4::5::6 ratios are preserved for the I- IV- and V-chords. 240 Hz is near B3 on the
piano, in the audible range.

.
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Paul Tunzi

The Australian ‘first fleet’ piano, Frederick Beck (1780); a research project
Like many inquisitive ten-year-old boys, I enjoyed pulling objects that I found around the house to pieces.
This included the much-loved family piano. I had just witnessed this piano being disassembled by a piano
technician who had been tasked with assessing the instrument's condition by my music teacher. Once
the technician had re-assembled the piano and left, I successfully mimicked the piano's disassembly. I
was, however, unable to return the multitude of now disassembled parts back to their previous state. My
mum––being the teacher––instead of calling the technician to return and restore the piano to a functional
state, arranged for me to attend his workshop each afternoon after school to learn how to reassemble the
piano under his tutelage. These fortuitous beginnings led me to a music scholarship and, in 1977, I started
traditional master/apprentice training in a leading piano workshop in Perth, Western Australia.
For over forty years, I have prepared and maintained modern acoustic pianos for domestic and
institutional clientele, including eminent pianists such as Angela Hewett and Ray Charles. In 1997,
world-renowned early keyboard specialist Professor Geoffrey Lancaster AM requested that I prepare his
fortepiano for recordings and performance. This once again ignited my inquisitive nature; this time, to
investigate early keyboard instruments. In 2017 I received a Churchill Fellowship to investigate keyboard
instrument conservation techniques throughout the UK and Europe. Over three months in 2018, I visited
many keyboard collections, workshops, and makers to research the methods by which valuable instrument
collections could be maintained into the future. This objective––to find a solution to the paucity of
appropriate training of traditional technical skills––was despondently confronting, with very few
opportunities in sight to train the next generation of keyboard technicians. Today, there is currently no
appropriate training course or apprenticeship available in Australia. The opportunities afforded to me—
that is, a chance to receive training in traditional technical crafts—are no longer available.
Following my Churchill Fellowship research and the dissemination of my findings of on the
preservation of an endangered traditional craft, I was awarded the Vice Chancellor’s Founding Pianos
Scholarship (Edith Cowan University) to undertake a Masters/PhD, conducting research into the square
piano that travelled from England to Australia as part of the First Fleet.
On January 26 1788, this fleet of ships anchored at Sydney Cove, having journeyed over 24,000
kilometres from England. Onboard were sailors, military and civil officers, convicts, settlers, equipment,
stores and a square piano built in 1780 by the London-based instrument maker Frederick Beck. This
instrument is now part of the Founding Pianos Collection at Edith Cowan University, in Perth, Western
Australia. In March 2019, the ‘First Fleet piano’ returned to England to be restored by the eminent
restorative conservator Lucy Coad, whose restoration of the instrument serves as a catalyst for my research.
This research identifies and compares current restoration philosophies and provides a rationale for the
restoration processes applied to the ‘First Fleet piano’. Within this research, I am constructing a record
of the nature and origin of materials used in the instrument, as well as those used in previous restorative
interventions. I also provide descriptions of the assessment procedures carried out to determine the
instrument’s condition and materials. Examination of other extant square pianos by Beck is carried out
in order to identify his governing design and manufacture principles.
The aim of this research is to establish a resource which may be used to develop the future of training
in the field of piano restoration. The data concerning traditional intervention practices will serve to
continue the voice of the piano in all its contemporaneous and contemporary incarnations. I would be
very happy to correspond with other members on any or all aspects of this project.
Paul Tunzi info@paultunzi.com
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Chris Egerton

A Bell-Harp or English-Harp: conservation and/or restoration (?)

PLATE 1: Bell-Harp, late 19th C. Top view

PLATE 2: Bell-Harp, late 19th C. Underside view

PLATE 3: Bell-harp, late 19th C. Inside view

History
The Bell-Harp or English Harp 1 was invented by John Simcock of Bath in the 18th
century 2 and as well as the standard reference sources 3 three more recent articles 4, 5,
6 describe and discuss the history, tunings, playing technique and a few surviving
examples. John Simcock was also a bell-ringer which skill he advertised and
performed 7. The Bell-Harp is thought to have survived into the late 19th century and
possibly early 20th century as a domestic novelty and as a French street-musician’s
instrument. There are a few extant Bell-Harps in museums; several in Pre-Raphaelite
paintings, but only one known historical photograph of the instrument in the playing
posture 8. (See PLATE 4)

PLATE 4: Two musicians holding Bell-Harps in the playing position c.1900 (?)
The extant later instruments typically consist of a fairly lightweight, flat rectangular
box that contains a longitudinally arrayed set of typically between 8 to 19 wire strings
(or up to 24) spatially arranged in two sets for the left and right-hand thumbs. The
strings hitch to a bridge-block at one end and attach to wrest-pins on the other for
tuning, in a similar way to other zithers of the period. 18th C examples, apparently
made by John Simcock, have a more elaborate trapezoidal shape and more complex
construction with strings arranged in multiple courses. For example the instrument
in the V&A (accession 240-1882) (PLATE 5)

PLATE 5: Bell-Harp by John Simcock with multiple course stringing.
(V&A Museum acc. 240-1882)
The simplest diatonically tuned 8-string versions were easier to play domestic
novelties, made c.1880 by R.Cook & Co in London, sold, and labelled as ‘Fairy Bells’.
(See PLATE 6)

PLATE 6: 8-string ‘Fairy Bells’ Bell-Harp by R.Cook & Co. London c.1880
Walsh 9 discusses the ‘Fairy Bells’ variant at some length and offers some (unverified)
sound samples as well as evidence of historical advertised public performances.

Playing technique
The Bell-Harp is held by the sides at the narrow end, more or less at arm’s length in
the downward position with the ‘face’ of the instrument towards the audience (see
Plate 4) The strings are plucked with the thumbs equipped with plectra 10 while the
instrument is swung side-to-side like a pendulum to produce an ethereal bell-like (?)
sound. Surprisingly, there are no current exponents, reliable videos, or verifiable
recordings of these instruments in authentic use.
William Tan’sur described the instrument and playing technique, including the use
of thumb plectra, in 1772 11 also in his dictionary entry in the same book 12
‘The Bell- Harp, is in Form like a Bell,
And swung with both Hands whilst
playing; whose Strings are of
Wire, stretched over several Bridges, and struck with a Piece of
Quill or Plectrum, fastened on the
Thumbs’.
Description
This example under conservation (probably late 19th century) has 19 plain unwound
steel strings arranged in two sets: 7 for the left thumb and 12 for the right, one of
which is a drone string.
The string gauges in thou (left side to right side) on this instrument are:
34/27/28/20/20/20/20-----19/19/19/19/18/18/18/18/18/18/18/18.
Left side
/
Right side
The string lengths in millimetres:

600/570/540/515/485/458/432--200/222/243/263/284/306/328/347/367/387/405/377.

Left side

/

Right side

Galpin gives a tuning regime for a 16 triple-course instrument 13
E -F♯-G -A -B - C- C♯ on the left and
D-C♯-B-A-G-F♯-E-D-D (8ve down) on the right
Ascending pitch >>>
/
Descending pitch >>>
Although the current example has 19 strings, the same general tuning pattern is
applicable.
A simplified ‘Fairy Bells’ 8-stringed version with an octave compass is tuned:
CDEF-CBAG and a 10-stringed version: CDEFG-EDCBA following the same left to
right ascending/descending pitch layout.
The flat box is approx. 643mm x 200mm x 52mm. The top is 5mm thick the back
7mm thick and sides 9mm thick. It consists of a glued, nailed and screwed
construction (although the nails may be a later repairer’s work). The wood of the
back and sides and the wrest-blocks appears to be Spruce wood in various sections.

There are two cavities beneath the playing area, covered with thin ‘soundboard’
portions about 2mm thick, one of which is decoratively pierced with holes about
3mm in diameter. A thin, blank panel also of Spruce wood tops the adjacent cavity.
These two ‘soundboards’ are supported on block struts. (See Diagram 1).

Diagram1: Drawing of ‘soundboards’ and cavities (not to scale)
The large, main top covering panel (see Plate 1) appears to be recycled Poplar or
Birch wood about 5mm thick. Its internal surface bears stencilled marks of an old
packing case or crate. Since this cover material is different from the rest of the
construction, it is likely to be a later, but reasonably accurate replacement. This top
panel has two slanted cutaways or ‘soundholes’ of typical form and a single round
hole allowing access to the 19 wrest-pins for tuning.
The varnish, covering most of the instrument, seems to be a thin coating of
reddish/orange earth pigment, possibly red ochre, in a binder of probably shellac.
The lower underside section of the instrument (see Plate 2) has an area of thin black
paint, probably consisting of bone-black pigment in a shellac binder.
A thick, crudely cut, leather strap/loop, nailed on the left-hand holding position,
stabilises grip on the instrument in use. A woven woolly fabric fragment, attached on
the right-hand grip area, perhaps acted as a padding for the player’s right hand.
There are two decorative components: one at the top edge consisting of a serpentine
curved pediment (see Plates 1 & 3) made from a thin curved rib, supported with a
kerfed inner edge-lining. Pediments are common on clock cases, picture frames and
various furniture throughout history and generally, they are decorative elements. In
this case, the empty space under the pediment could theoretically act as another
resonating chamber. The other decorative element is at the bottom outer edge and
consists of a flat serpentine moulding beneath the hitch-pin array (Plate 7). The
shape echoes some common 18th century decorative motifs and is a simplified
version of a Simcock component

Plate 7: Hitch-pin array with decorative moulding beneath. Metal bar saddle above.
Leather loop at the left and fabric remnant on the right.
On cursory inspection this instrument seems to be crudely made, but is actually a
sophisticated design with at least 20 fitted wooden components plus about 40 metal
parts (wrest and hitch pins, bar bridge) and 19 strings as well as screws and nails.
The presence of extra resonating chambers and the very orderly arrangement of the
wrest-pins and hitches as well as the confident assembly suggests the work of a
skilled artisan familiar with stringed-instrument design and construction.
Since there are no labels or other markings on the instrument, further attribution is
impossible without comparable examples.
Conservation
Deterioration (cracks, splits, shrinkage, warping, mould, rust, insect frass, insect
flight-holes, insect carcasses etc.;) due to unfavourable storage conditions and pest
attack by wood-boring insects, probably the typical woodworm and powder-post
varieties 14, was noted. A fragment of woven woolly cloth on the upper outer-edge of
the instrument’s right-hand grip area showed signs of moth larvae attack.
The multiple insect infestation did not appear to be active. However ‘live’ activity can
be checked by vacuuming loose detritus (and keeping it for microscopy or other
analysis) then isolating a suspect object in a sealed (ideally plastic) container for
some time (say a week or two). Observe for any signs of dynamic frass expulsion
(that is a phrase) from existing flight-holes, or the appearance of new flight-holes, or
indeed live larvae or actual moths. Decide on a suitable treatment if any signs
emerge.
Several conservation options for eradicating insect pests are available 15. The best
treatments are those that leave no toxic residues or chemical substances behind in
the wood and do not adversely affect the structure or condition of the object.
Chemical insecticides or enduring chemical impregnations, although expedient, are
inadvisable. The relatively small size of this instrument and simple, thin wood
construction suggests that a deep-freezer approach would be a possible, effective and
cheap option 16. However, it is inadvisable to treat old guitars or violins or other more

complex wooden instruments or objects in that way. The Thermo LignumTM process 17
is also generally unsuitable for musical instruments.
The anoxia approach (oxygen-free enclosure for some time) is preferable in most
cases.
Some weak, deteriorated sections of wood on this Bell-Harp were disintegrating to
dust, due to the insect activity, indicating the need for consolidation with an
appropriate medium. Consolidation of deteriorated wood is usually not reversible,
but saving original fragments is normally a better conservation strategy than fitting
new replacement parts. Conservation-grade, low-viscosity epoxy-resins, or more
recently devised, material-compatible, Nano-cellulose preparations are possible
options for restoring strength and stability to severely deteriorated wood. Vacuum
impregnation, syringe injection, spray or brush application are some typical
application methods, depending on the circumstances.
The metal parts (wrest-pins, hitch-pins, wire strings) are all ferrous metal, weakened
due to rust. Visual inspection, intuition and experience suggested that some of those
parts were at risk of fracture or breakage under any strain or torque and were
unsuitable for further use. Metals are crystalline by nature and aged, corroded and
fatigued metals can easily fracture at crystal boundaries. The rusted strings appeared
beyond further re-use, but they do contain valuable metric and metallurgical
information and could be analysed in future. String sections cleaned of superficial
rust in several places were diameter measured to +/- 0.5 thou. accuracy. For
conservation of rusted metal alone, it is not necessary to remove the rust if an object
can be stored or displayed in a suitable environment. Rust only forms if there is both
excess moisture and oxygen present. Controlling these factors eliminates the need for
rust removal. For rusted (or corroded) metals, in contact with wood, consider an
assessment of the risks for example of causing splits due to wood shrinkage, or
staining by corrosion products.
CONCLUSIONS
Although it is possible to ‘restore’ this relatively rare instrument to playing order, the
multiple interventions needed would significantly compromise and alter its
structure, material composition and design. It is not commercially valuable and the
construction and materials are basic, but the existence of just a few surviving
historical examples suggests that it should be conserved by stabilisation, repair and
re-attachment of broken or damaged components and applying a minimum
intervention approach rather than conducting full ‘restoration’ in the traditional
sense.
Sound sampling, to construct a digital model of the instrument’s sound and acoustic
profile, would only be possible if it were in more stable, intact and functional state.
Since all the materials and construction details are known or observable, it is
possible to make a replica for test, use, sound sampling and possibly performance in
due course.
Chris Egerton

Stringed-instrument conservator/restorer

NOTES
The original term was English Harp and later Bell-Harp. The German term schwungzither is also a
later descriptive term.
2 Bath Journal, October 29th 1760: ‘John Simcock, late Drum Beater in the eleventh Regiment of the
Dragoons has invented a New English Harp.’
3 Hipkins, Engel, Galpin etc.
4 Goodacre, J., & Byrne, M. (1986). ‘Two Notes on the Bell Harp’. The Galpin Society Journal, 39, 128130. doi:10.2307/842139
5 Halfpenny, E. (1978). ‘The Mythology of the English Harp’. The Galpin Society Journal, 31, 29-35.
doi:10.2307/841188
6 Woodfield, I. (1980). ‘The Mythology of the English Harp’. The Galpin Society Journal, 33, 133-134.
doi:10.2307/841839
7 Bath Journal, May 4th 1761: ‘Mr. Simcock (the Inventor and Maker of the English Harp) at the
Desire of several Ladies and Gentlemen, proposes playing on St. Michael’s Bells in this City, on
Thursday next Inst. At Twelve o’Clock.’
8 Byrne, M. (1991). ‘Two Players on the Bell Harp’. The Galpin Society Journal, 44, 159-159.
doi:10.2307/842217
9 Walsh, S. ‘A few notes on the fairy bells’. FoMHRI Quarterly 145. Comm. 2108. London April 2019.
A Lute Society affiliated publication.
https://www.fomrhi.org/vanilla/fomrhi/uploads/bulletins/Fomrhi-145/Comm%202108.pdf
Accessed 5 March 2021.
10 Plectra are made from a variety of materials including wire, quill, horn, whalebone (baleen). Some
museum examples (uncut quills) said to be Bell-Harp plectra are incorrectly catalogued and are
probably for another type of zither or psaltery, or for a non-authentic mode of use. The Bell-Harp’s
thumb-plectra must attach to the thumbs securely, which may have involved tying with ribbon or
string. Alternatively, shaping horn, baleen and tortoiseshell (all keratin) with conventional tools and
then moulding with heat, produces 3D shapes that can self-grip on the thumbs. (See modern guitar
thumb picks). Thin metal sheet such as steel or silver can be shape-engineered in a similar way. (See
modern banjo picks).
11 William Tan’sur Senior. ‘The Elements of Musick Display'd or it’s GRAMMAR or GROUND-WORK
MADE EASY: Rudimental, Practical, philosophical, Historical, and Technical’. London 1772. p104
12 Ibid 11. p 200.
13 Galpin, Francis W.: Old English Instruments of Music. Their History and Character. Methuen,
London 1910, p 62.
14 Anobium punctatum, and the Lyctinae insect family
15 Egerton, C. ‘Eradicating woodworm and other pests from musical instruments’. FoMRHI
Quarterly 130, Comm 2024, London Jan. 2016. A Lute Society affiliated publication,
https://www.fomrhi.org/vanilla/fomrhi/uploads/bulletins/Fomrhi-130/Comm%202024.pdf
accessed 5 March 2021.
16 Ibid 15, Cold treatments.
17 Involves a heated and Relative Humidity controlled treatment enclosure.
https://www.thermolignum.com/en/home.html. Accessed 5 March 2021.
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David Lasocki

Confirmation of the Bassanos’ maker’s mark
The Bassano family are now recognized as important wind musicians and instrument-makers
in both Venice and London in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 1 Let me first
summarize what we already know about their instrument-making.
The patriarch of the family, Jeronimo I (d. ?1546–50), is first documented in Bassano del
Grappa, about 65 km north-west of Venice. In a notarial deed from the city in 1481, the prior
of the Sancte Crucis (Holy Cross) monastery gave ‘about four fields’ of forested land near
Crespano (a town 15 km east of Bassano) to Baptista Piva, son of the late Andree Crespano,
Baptista’s unnamed wife, and their sons Zanantonio and Hieronimo. 2 This document
establishes the names of Jeronimo’s brother, father and grandfather, previously unknown, and
suggests that the family was living in Crespano.
In 1502, the Council of Bassano hired ‘Magister Hieronymus Piva’ or his son, ‘Magister
Jacob Piva’, to tune and keep in good repair the organs of the church of San Francesco in
Bassano, without having to pay tax on the income. 3 A Venetian doctor called Lorenzo
Marucini, writing about the city of Bassano in 1577, described Jeronimo this way:
Maestro Gieronymo, called ‘il Piva’, inventor of a new bass wind instrument, excellent
pifaro, and employed by the Most Illustrious Signoria of Venice ... and his excellence
also in making recorders was great; whence those instruments marked with his stamp
are held in high esteem among musicians and are very expensive when they are found. 4
The new instrument was probably the curtal. 5 He seems to have made the move to Venice in
the early years of the sixteenth century and was apparently the ‘Ser Jheronimo trombon’ who
worked in the trombe e piffari of the Doge of Venice around 1506–12. Several other
documents call him ‘maestro’, probably indicating the leader of an ensemble or an instrument
maker (or both).
Jeronimo had six sons. At least five were wind players; most or all were also instrumentmakers. Alvise (d. 1554) worked for the Scuola di San Marco, Venice, in 1515, and the
Concerto Palatino in Bologna between 1519 and 1521. He and his brothers Jasper [Gasparo]
(d. 1577), John [Zuane] (d. 1570) and Anthony [Antonio] I (d. 1574) served in the sackbut
consort at the English Court in 1531 but soon went back to Venice. Anthony returned to
England in 1538 and was appointed ‘maker of divers instruments’ to the Court. The eldest
brother Jacomo (Jacopo) (b. before 1488; d. 1559–66) came with him but was not appointed
to the court and apparently went back to Venice between 1542 and 1545. His descendants
formed the Venetian branch of the family.
Alvise, Jasper and John emigrated to England in 1539–40 with the youngest brother,
Baptista (d. 1576); they and Anthony were appointed ‘brothers in the art or science of music’
to the Court, and Anthony gave up his separate position as instrument maker. In 1531 the
brothers had used the surname ‘de Jeronimo’; on their return to England they adopted Bassani
or Bassano, and later generations used Bassano exclusively. As musicians, the five brothers
in England formed a consort of ‘recorders’, and seven of their descendants also served in that
consort. Other descendants served in the sackbut, flute and viol consorts until 1665.
Besides a ‘dwelling house’, Alvise had a ‘working house’ for making instruments at the
brothers’ first residence in the dissolved monastery of the Charterhouse, London. John had a
‘fraterna Compagnia’ (brotherly company) with his instrument-making brother Jacomo and
perhaps also Anthony and Jasper in Venice, mentioned in a law suit in 1571. 6 Giulio Ongaro
suggests that Jacomo ‘served as the other brothers’ agent in Venice, providing them with

instruments and probably also with music for their use in London, and perhaps for resale in
England’. 7 Since there were at least three instrument-maker brothers in England and only one
in Venice, and sales were more likely in Italy than in England, the traffic could well have
been largely the other way round.
An inventory made about 1571 by Johann Jakob Fugger, superintendent of the music at
the Bavarian court, of a chest of ‘beautiful and good’ instruments ‘made by the Bassani
brothers’ in London lists 45 wind instruments: six unidentified (perhaps bombards, quiet
shawms or bassanelli), seven Pfeiffen (perhaps flutes), ten cornetts and a fife considered as a
set, twelve crumhorns and nine recorders, all tuned to organ pitch; an accompanying letter
mentions a chest of six large viols and a chest of three lutes.
The Bassano brothers presumably also made some of the cornetts, crumhorns, dulceuses
(probably curtals), fifes, flutes, recorders, shawms and a tabor pipe listed in the inventories of
Henry VIII’s collection (1542 and 1547). Edward Seymour, the Lord Protector, bought
shawms from Anthony in 1539. Raimund Fugger, an Augsburg banker, listed a case of 27
recorders ‘made in England’, presumably by the Bassanos, in 1566. In the following year,
Ciudad Rodrigo Cathedral in the province of Salamanca bought recorders, crumhorns and
other instruments for its minstrels ‘from England’, where the Bassanos were the only known
makers. In 1567, Burgos Cathedral agreed to buy in England certain (unspecified)
instruments needed by the minstrels.
Some of the brothers’ descendants made and repaired instruments. In 1576, the Earl of
Oxford took a singer named Orazio Cuoco, aged about 16, back to England with him from
Venice. 8 Cuoco stayed with Oxford for eleven months as a page, then returned home, where
he was summoned to the Holy Inquisition and questioned the next year. When Cuoco was
asked, ‘Was there anyone in England who wanted to make you read prohibited books and to
teach you the doctrine of heretics?’ he answered: ‘... there are also five Venetian brothers
who are musicians of the Queen and make recorders and bowed stringed instruments’. 9 These
brothers were presumably the sons of Antonio I: Mark Anthony (1546/7–1599), Arthur
(1547–1624), Edward I (1551–1615), Andrea (1554–1626) and Jeronimo II (1559–1635).
The Duke of Medina Sidonia obtained cornetts from England in 1584. Arthur sold ‘rare
wind instruments’ (apparently cornetts) to Brussels in 1608. Andrea jointly held (with Robert
Henlake, then Edward Norgate) the office of keeper and repairer of keyboard and wind
instruments at the court from 1603 until his death.
In the succeeding generation only Arthur’s son Anthony II (1579–1658), who had been
willed instruments and tools by his father, seems to have made instruments. It may have been
him, rather than a member of the previous generations, who made the famous large recorders
depicted in Marin Mersenne’s Harmonie universelle (Paris, 1636) which ‘have been sent
from England to one of our kings’; Mersenne also apparently knew the Bassanos’ crumhorns.
In 1626, Huesca Cathedral owned a case of eight recorders and a separate great bass ‘bought
from England’.
Jacomo’s daughter Orsetta married the wind-instrument maker Santo Griti, who seems to
have changed his name to Santo Bassano (d. 1586). Santo and Jacomo entered into a business
partnership with three musicians of the Doge in 1559, in which the latter became in effect
their salesmen, in Venice and abroad, in return for a large loan; the agreement mentions
cornetts, curtals (bassoni curti), flutes, recorders and shawms. Santo took out a patent in 1582
to make and sell a new wind instrument, almost certainly the bassanello, although it might
well have been invented by Jeronimo I.

The maker’s mark or marks of the Bassano family have been the subject of much
speculation. I surmised in 1983–95 that the main mark was what had hitherto been called the
‘rabbit’s foot’ (!!) mark found single, double, and triple on about 150 surviving woodwind
instruments, including cornetts, crumhorns, curtals, flutes, recorders and shawms, and that
this mark in fact represents silkworm moths, as found on the family coat of arms. 10 I shall
leave for another day a consideration of whether Jerononimo Bassano I used the HIERS or
HIES maker’s marks, found on twenty-nine surviving cornetts, crumhorns, curtals and
recorders.
The cornetts at Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford are known to have been bought for that
cathedral in 1605, presumably from cornett-makers in England. 11 The Oxford cornetts have
the triple version of the !! mark. So too does a cornett in the Castle Museum, Norwich, that is
likely to be of English provenance (perhaps it was used by the Norwich waits?).
In 1999, Kilbey (then Maggie Lyndon-Jones) travelled around European collections and
made an inventory of all instruments with the !! marks: cornetts, crumhorns, curtals, flutes,
recorders and shawms. 12 She classified the !! instruments by type of mark—no fewer than
eighteen different types (plus some unclassified because they were too faint, unique, or
unseen by her), illustrated with photographs. Forty-two percent of the !! instruments belong
to the first four types: A (before 1628; twenty-two examples), B (c. 1559–1608, twenty-seven
examples), C (before 1596, ten examples), and D (three examples). She also made a series of
useful ‘conclusions and observations’, the most important of which would be ‘[t]here is no
evidence that [!!] was the exclusive mark of the Bassano family’, except that she found no
evidence it was not the exclusive mark of the Bassano family.
New evidence has now turned up that clinches the !! mark for the Bassano family. First, a
few more links between Spain and England. At an unspecified date in the second half of the
sixteenth century, the royal musician Gaspar de Camargo wrote to Felipe II noting ‘the need
for shawms, recorders, cornetts and curtals in these Kingdoms of Spain, [which] come from
England, Italy and Flanders, and cost a lot of money’. 13 Besides the cathedrals in Ciudad
Rodrigo, Burgos, and Huesca mentioned above, Seville owned a set of twelve recorders and
two curtals from England in 1614, apparently bought in 1607. 14
Hot off the (digital) press, a story that sheds some light on how Bassano instruments made
their way abroad: In 1618, Rodrigo Calderón, 1st Marquis of Siete Iglesias, was patron of the
Porta Coeli convent of the Order of the Immaculate Conception, in Valladolid. He
commissioned the purchase of recorders and cornetti for the convent through Fray Diego de
la Fuente, confessor of Diego Sarmiento de Acuña, 1st Count of Gondomar, who was the
Spanish ambassador in London at that time. 15 The Count made the purchase himself and was
in charge of bringing the instruments from England, as he was on the verge of returning home
to Valladolid on medical leave. The instruments cost an amazingly high 400–500 ducats, or
600 ducats with the shipping, although some music seems to have been included. By way of
comparison, the salary of a minstrel at the Valladolid Cathedral in the early seventeenth
century was 27–54 ducats a year; of the curtal and cornetto players, who had more work to
do, 100–180 ducats a year. 16 The Count wrote: ‘I tried to make sure that the instruments were
all those that Your Highness ordered, and the best and most finely finished they could be’. 17
Perhaps because he did not return home directly even when back in Spain, he wrote that he
had left the instruments in Saldañuela, the palace near Burgos, with orders for the mayor to
ship ‘the chest in which they come’ to Valladolid. 18
Second, another link that seals the deal. Toledo Cathedral bought instruments for its
minstrels in 1562, as unearthed by François Reynaud in his book about polyphonic music in

Toledo as long ago as 1996 and recently quoted in full by Julia Miller: ‘a case of recorders
that holds eight instruments that were made in England and have the mark of a fly’s wings.
This case holds two altos, four tenors and two basses’. 19 A fly is a reasonable interpretation
of a silkworm moth, and the instruments came from England, where the Bassanos had clearly
created a reputation for themselves in Spain.
I am delighted that my theory about the Bassanos’ maker’s mark, first aired in 1983 and
based on an accumulation of circumstantial evidence, has now been confirmed. Inserting the
‘missing piece of the jigsaw puzzle’ is one of the most exciting and gratifying steps of my
research career of more than 50 years.
Postscript: The Bassano Mark in Seventeenth-century Inventories
In Padua in 1696, an addendum to an inventory made by Andrea Mantova Benavides lists:
‘a consort of four pipes or recorders, all stored in a case of black leather, of which the small
one is lacking. All were made by an outstanding and celebrated maker, who marked them
with his sign ji. Only three remain’. Clearly, ji was an attempt to render the !! mark, and
perhaps the maker’s or makers’ fame had indeed come down to the end of the seventeenth
century. 20
In 1700 the Court of Prince Ferdinando of Tuscany in Florence owned two different sets
of recorders. 21 The first set, of sixteen instruments, was made by the well-known Dutch
maker Richard Haka (d. 1705), and presumably in Baroque style. The second set has the
following elaborate description:
A consort of eleven recorders, consisting of two descants, three altos, four tenors and
two basses, which basses are marked with the mark of the fly and are of maple, with a
spring of brass to open and close the last hole and are bell-shaped at the bottom; the
tenors are entirely marked with the same mark and are of boxwood; the altos are of new
boxwood with the bell of black bone; and the sopranos are also of new boxwood
without mark, and the above-mentioned consort is united with its divisions in a case
covered on the outside with black leather, and the lid on the inside is lined with
marbled paper with hinges of brass and its bell to attach all the case and its iron hinge
to close it. 22
There is evidence that establishments in Italy could hold on to Renaissance-style recorders
for a long time: as late as 1716, the Accademia Filarmonica in Verona inventoried some
recorders it had bought in 1548, and some of these (bearing three different types of !! mark)
have even survived to the present day. 23 So the recorders in Florence in 1700 could have
partly been instruments made by the Bassanos in the sixteenth or early seventeenth century.
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An interesting recent CD: Sones Medievales, Musicantes, Dulcimer Songs
DCM 2107
One of life’s innocent pleasures is discovering that what first appears to be a
programme of unfamiliar fare contains an old favourite. So it was with this 2017
release by a highly accomplished four-piece team of medieval specialists, in which
Danza Inglesa turns out to be none other than the tune we knew back in 1973 as
Estampie from the first Gryphon album. The old and new versions field similar
choices of tempo and both end with a celebratory accelerando. However, Gryphon
added to the mix with fleeting quotes from Over the Rainbow and Chattanooga
Choo Choo, not to mention the Fry’s Turkish Delight advert and the guitar riff from
Politician by Cream. Unsurprisingly, Musicantes insert none of the above, thus
laying to rest a mischievously anachronistic slice of what most would forgive as
youthful exuberance (it seems the oldest of Gryphon’s hugely talented personnel
was 22 at the time).
As for the impressive armoury of instruments Musicantes use, this is
summarised alongside the track listing with a succinct statement that the line-up
comprises Xurxo Ordóñez (wind), Milena Fuentes (bowed strings), Jaime del Amo
(director and plucked strings) and Wafir Shaikheldin (percussion). The bad news
is that this and all other information is in Spanish only, although musicantes.net
carries an abridged but illuminating English translation of what was originally
eight pages of notes. Essentially, what’s on offer is a 16 track agenda split into
groups of short selections from France, Spain, Great Britain and Italy. The
opening Douce Dame Jolie, attributed to Guillaume de Machaut (c.1300-1377),
will ring an immediate bell with guitar teachers across the country, having
recently been included, in a basic but rewarding form, on the menu for ABRSM
Grade One. Cited in the notes as an example of ‘monodic style’, the Musicantes
take on this and other pieces maintains the listener’s interest by throwing the
ball around between instruments when material is repeated.
Although the role of Jaime del Amo’s various lute-related instruments tends to
be accompanimental, there are places where his focused and assured playing
comes to the fore. Particularly noteworthy is the improvisatory opening to Quen
Os Pecadores from the Spanish section of the programme, in which he goes it
alone supported only by spectral bell-like sounds between phrases. A moment of
contemplation in an agenda that’s predominantly spirited and upbeat.
Finally, a well-deserved credit for what’s billed as a ‘bonus track’ following the
catchy and valedictory Ecco La Primavera that concludes the Italian offerings. As
followers of other fields of music will ruefully confirm, such addenda often turn
out to be either poorly recorded live footage or inferior studio takes that were
previously unreleased and with good reason. Not so on this occasion when, after
a longer-than-usual pause, the players are joined by singer Pilar Dieste for a
sparkling vocal version of that same Ecco La Primavera.
A worthy encore to an uplifting performance that provided a welcome escape
from the gloom of lockdown.
Free sample on Soundcloud
https://soundcloud.com/musicantes/sets/sones-medievales
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Vincenzo Capirola and the taper of gut strings: practical tests and results
Vincenzo Capirola (c.1517) wrote in the introduction to his lute manuscript, a chapter entitled:
‘Secreto da ligar le corde sul lauto’ (secret of tying the strings on the lute).1 Capirola explains
how to tie the strings of the lute properly, starting from the fact that, as he sees it, they are fatter
at one end than the other. Vincenzo points out in particular that tying the fatter end of the
string to the bridge, flatter notes are produced on the frets as you go up the fingerboard, and
vice versa. Capirola’s method may be summarised as follows: you put the thick end of courses 5
and 6 on the bridge; and the thin end instead for the fourth, third and second courses.
Capirola emphasises that using the Munich strings this problem does not occur. It is unclear
whether it refers only to treble strings or to the middle and bass strings too. Munich strings
(Minikins) are also described by Adrian Le Roy2 and John Dowland3 and are specifically strings
for the higher courses. Capirola points out that the difference in thickness between the two ends
of a string are more evident in the thinner ones than in the thicker ones and especially in that
commercial variety called ganzers and which belong exclusively to the middle register. The
problem of tapering therefore arises in all strings except those manufactured in Munich.
The evidence that ganzer strings might manifest more clearly the inequality of gauge along
their length militates against the hypothesis that they were made of silk and woven with cordmaking techniques, ‘cordonetto’ (twined string) does not by its nature have one end larger than
the other.
It is interesting to note that no other method for lute of earlier or later centuries ever
highlighted the question of alleged taper: this is certainly not a negligible detail. It is therefore
surprising that the many others who subsequently wrote treatises or tablatures ever mentioned
them. The questions that arise are as follows. Was what Vincenzo described a common problem
for all the luthiers of his time? Did the problem of the alleged taper of the strings also exist in
the time of Dowland and Mace? And if it was a problem, why is he the only one talking about
it?
The Spaniard Juan Bermudo at one point in his treatise seems to refer to this problem: in
order to achieve a correct pitch set-up of strings the vihuela bridge must be glued not at right
angles to the axis of the soundboard but slightly angled so that the vibrating length of the bass is
slightly greater than the trebles. Bermudo explains, however, that this is done to compensate for
the thickness of the knot produced by the (large) sixth-course string at the bridge, which
produces a significant shortening of the vibrating length. Without this, the fretted notes
produced by the sixth and fifth courses would be raised in pitch compared to those of the other
higher strings.4
Capirola’s instructions have therefore led some researchers to conclude that the strings for lute
indeed had a conical profile, that is, with a diameter that gradually reduces along the length of
the string, even believing that this was a deliberate construction technique. But what about the
intestine which is the starting point of the process? Is it cylindrical or conical? Here’s Vincenzo
Galilei5

According to Galilei, the small intestine of sheep (which has an average length of between 20
and 25 metres) therefore has a conical profile: it starts from the upper part with a certain
diameter that gradually increases as we proceed towards the blind intestine.
On the monochord described by Galilei, however, a lute string would have been used
presumably a metre or a little more in length: was the degree of taper so evident here? Had he
measured it or simply deduced it by carefully observing the two ends of the string? Or had he
deduced it because the proportions of the frets and the notes consequently produced on the
monochord were not consistent? There are very few other references about the difference in the
thickness of one end of the string and the other. Leopold Mozart is a good example but we have
already jumped ahead by centuries.6
As was said, the introduction of the concept of ‘taper’ of ancient gut strings has only taken
hold in the last two decades.7, 8 In the very rare treatises or methods that have mentioned it,
apart from Capirola and Vincenzo Galilei, they refer only to the musical string, not to the
natural characteristics of the fresh intestine.
According to the present writer it is a risky conclusion to go to introduce the concept that old
strings had or were made with a conical profile, trusting in the only historical source that speaks
of it in a period of at least 250 years before the disappearance of the instrument (Galilei actually
refers to the monochord).
There are other explanations for this fact: the manual polishing system used at the time, for
example, which was carried out by rubbing the well dried strings, still stretched on the frame,
with natural substances of an abrasive nature such as pumice, shave grass, etc. smeared with a
little oil. The purpose of this operation was to eliminate as much as possible the roughness of
the surface while trying to interfere the bare minimum, i.e. avoiding changing the size of the
diameter producing by the first polishing. It is very difficult, in fact, working only freehand, not to
to ovalise the string, scratch it too much and / or make it unequal in some places to the
detriment of others: the string becomes hopelessly false or weak; this is a flaw.
Not for nothing were the tests for the control of possible falseness of the (very expensive)
strings widely described in almost all the treatises of those centuries until the beginning of the
twentieth century.
The concept of the amount of polishing is very important and must be well grasped by the
reader who has never seen or who does not know how to really make a gut string. Even today,
with modern rectifying or grinding machines, it is essential that the polishing of a gut string is
carried out in such a way that at the first appearance of uniform smoothness in the whole string
you stop immediately the grinding process and accept the nearest commercial diameter that
comes out (today’s strings are often found with a surplus of little-used diameters of string but
which cannot be reduced any further). In fact, a string that is too smooth, as soon as it is put
into tension, begins to ‘peel’ or tousle quickly if not actually break, due to the excessive amount

of surface fibres damaged by the process itself, by hand or by machine. This is all the more so
when it comes to the thin strings of the top course, where the less you interfere, the better.
However, the researchers also introduce the hypothesis that a certain gradient of taper could
be something expressly produced by the ancient string makers, and not a fact merely related to
the nature of the gut as raw material. How a regular and even taper could be manually realised
remains for the present writer – himself a string maker - a mystery. We must logically admit
something not allowed: such an operation inevitably results in excessive removal of material in
the section you want to have a lesser diameter, and before that even, a string thus made frays
and breaks as soon as it is put under tension on the instrument.
This hypothetical taper cannot therefore be achieved by means of forced and progressive
‘sanding’ from one end of the string to the other: alternatively, it was also thought that it could
possibly be achieved by pairing together all the larger ends of each gut that made up the roped
structure of the string.8 It would also seem here that the proponents of this theory do not have
practical knowledge of the processing of the gut and the level of implausible problems that a
string maker would face.
It is also necessary to consider that we are talking about the 16th and 17th centuries, when
certain measuring and processing instruments were not available: for example, how in the
sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries could they measure a progressive variation in
taper to reach 2% (as suggested by the researchers for the sixth string of the lute) of increase in
diameter that must be found along the length of string, necessary for the lute, without the aid of
a micrometer? And how they would then be able to reproduce exactly batches of strings with the
same dimensional characteristics remain unanswered questions - even for today's strings.
But can such a process potentially be carried out? Theoretically yes but, as I have just said,
there was no way at the time to predict and reproduce the desired taper gradient because they
did not have suitable measuring instruments to be able to detect it with the precision required
for music. And then, because gut is a natural product not standardised at all, it is therefore not
totally predictable how the finished string, dimensionally. This aspect of low predictability still
exists today and is considered to be one of the main problems that arise in the production of gut
strings.
That the taper of a string could be something expressly desired by the string makers of the
time is, moreover, denied by Capirola himself, who emphasises the fact that the difference in
thickness between the two ends constitutes a problem, not an advantage: it is precisely for this
reason that he provides the advice to use the strings from Munich, where available, and is at the
same time forced to develop his own special 'secreto' designed to limit the problems.
But is it true that the sheep intestine is conical? What conicity gradient are we talking about?
These are important questions that necessarily involve a practical verification. We therefore
performed a series of tests starting from a single sheep intestine (presumably lamb) 7.2 metres
long.
As mentioned, the entire length of a small intestine of adult sheep varies between 25 and 30
metres (the total length also depends on the breed, not only on age) but in lamb it is generally
shoter, at 15-20 metres.

source:
http://www.arecchibudella.com/site/vendita-budella-italia-calabria-sicilia/vendita-budella-diovino.html
With regard to the measurement of the diameter at a given point in the intestine, the following
observation must be made: the intestine does not behave like an inner tube of a bicycle that
swells it the more it grows. Rather, a intestine filled for example with water under pressure will
swell until it reaches its maximum diameter beyond which it cannot go without breaking. The
method of measuring the official diameter in fact provides that the casing is filled with water
and passed through semicircular holes or slots in a simple plastic device (called a gauge) of
increasing calibre until you find a close fit.

Variable gauge to determine the diameter of the gut
(source: http://www.cds-hackner.de/app-schafssaitlinge.aspx?cls=02)
Commercially speaking sheep intestines are sold according to internationally standardised
diameter ranges such as 16-18 mm; 20-22 mm; 24-26 mm and finally 28 +.

The ranges of smaller diameters typically apply to either younger animals or adult animals of
particular breeds.
A further detail should be made clear: there is no ‘upstream’ selection between young animals
or adults, and males or females before slaughter in today's slaughterhouses, as in the past, such
that we could know to which animals the intestines had belonged after slaughter. The animals
are slaughtered according to a random logic depending on the order of arrival at the
slaughterhouse of the poor creatures. The selection is therefore made only after slaughter: the
guts are carefully measured one by one by means of gauge, mixed according to their diameter
and collected in bundles marked with one of the groups of diameter ranges mentioned above;
for example 16-18 mm. For our tests we used a commercial calibration casing of 18-20 mm
which is the smallest calibre that can be used for sausages (the 14-16 mm range exists but is
usually discarded because it is too small for any sausage). The measurements we find are about
19-20 mm at one end and about 16-17 mm at the other. The total length of our thin sheep gut
was 7.20 metres.

Measuring the end with larger diameter: about 19 mm

Measurement at the thin end: 17 mm
The taper of the intestine is therefore confirmed but here we have the surprise (which makes the
Galilei's consideration about the problems highlighted on his monochord irrelevant): once
twisted whole (that is, not cut in advance in strips) to make a string that acts as a lute treble you
realise that the diameter of the string is instead totally regular, with a slight variation around the
average value by virtue of the notable surface roughness.
The use of a single gut to make the treble string of the lute comes to us from Athanasius
Kircher: in fact, he points out that to make the lute treble contemporary (mid-17th century)
Roman string makers - use a single whole lamb gut about seven to eight months of age.

Appearance of the string made in our experiment

Our measurements, made of course with a micrometer, showed in fact an oscillation in diameter
in its entire length between 0.52 and 0.54 mm only, with no evidence of progressive increase or
decrease of the calibre (which would have been a sure proof of the taper of the finished string).
The tests were also carried out with other intestines of smaller diameter in the fresh state that we
were able to find: in spite of the usual conicity of the intestine the string produced is always
substantially constant in diameter along its entire length. The diameter range obtained with a
single smaller lamb intestine was 0.33-0.44 mm.

Measurement carried out on one end of the dried string of 7.2 m: 0.53 mm unpolished

Measurement carried out on the opposite end of the dried 7.2 m string: 0.52 mm unpolished

Conclusions
The tests we carried out showed the following:
1)

The sheep intestine – whatever breed or age is taken into account – is by its nature conical; this
taper is not very noticeable to the eye except over several metres in length. The taper of the
intestine is therefore not detectable in the case of a length of around 1 – 1.2 m, which is
equivalent to the length of string that is normally put on a lute or monochord. In our case after
7 m in length an increase of only 3 mm in diameter is measured in the raw intestine. In a length
of 1 metre or a little more the difference is therefore rather imperceptible, especially if
appropriate measuring instruments are not available. It is clear that along the entire natural
length of the small intestine, about 20-25 m, the difference is even more marked but here in the
case of Capirola we are talking about that portion of length that will then be mounted on the
lute and over which he might detect a certain difference in diameters between one end and the
other.

2)

The taper of the intestine does not affect the final diameter. This result is really surprising: it
means that the growth of the diameter is due more to a simple phenomenon of progressive
dilation of the intestine and relative thinning of its wall than to a real increase in diameter while
keeping the thickness of its wall unchanged. The proof is given by the uniformity of the
diameter of measurement along the dried string. We must conclude that what Capirola
described must necessarily be taken with a pinch of salt, unless the animal biology of sheep of
that time was radically different from today's. But this is a fanciful hypothesis (unless the sheep
grew up around Chernobyl and have been subjected to genetic mutation!).

3)

According to the practical evidence just described, the researchers' assertion that the gut strings
of the time were of a conical nature both by nature and perhaps due to a particular processing
technique introduced by the string makers of the time is invalid. Gut strings were produced not
only for the lute but without distinction for any and every class of plucked and bowed
instruments, fretted or not (and also for technical uses of other kinds): needs were therefore
diversified. Producing a conical string by manual sanding is theoretically possible but would
produce and an extremely fragile and inconsistent string. That in the sixteenth century they
intentionally produced conical strings by orienting the fat ends of the guts all the same way is a
purely speculative and meaningless conjecture both from a manufacturing and acoustic point of
view: there is no control of the degree of taper obtained nor could it be measured with the high
precision required.
All the lutistic sources available today of our knowledge that describe this aspect of the gut
strings in a period of time between 1507 and the end of the eighteenth century are reduced to
only one: Capirola - and he treats it as a defect, so much so that he advises to use those of
Munich as a better alternative.
The term 'taper' or ‘conicity’ therefore seems a term not corresponding to the reality of the
facts highlighted so far: the very few historical sources other than those of the lute are also
limited to describing the difference in thickness between one end and the other of the string.
This phenomenon can be attributed to several other causes such as a bad or inadequate sanding
or polishing operation, which can very heavily affect in the constancy of the diameter in the
entire length of the string.

4)

The alleged taper effect - in the case of thicker strings that are made with more guts roped
together - is much more limited due to the ‘mediation' effect, due to the quantity and
dimensional diversity of the paired guts used in order to reach (approximately) the particular
diameter desired: therefore the greater the number of guts tied together, the greater the
constancy of the final diameter, the lower also the degree of natural roughness of the rope.
I do not agree with what some researchers have supposed (ref 8, p 38) who say that the sixth
string of Capirola’s lute must show the maximum difference in diameter (read 'taper') between
the two ends: the opposite is true. It is Capirola himself who confirms it to us: ‘ma sapi che
patise più le corde sotil che le grose et masime le corde da ganzer et altre che non fatte da
monaco…’. (but know that the thin strings suffer more than the fat strings and most of all
ganzer strings and others that are not made in Munich).

5)

Athanasius Kircher documents for us that the lute trebles made in Rome around the middle of
the seventeenth century were made of a single lamb gut about 7 or 8 months of age; the English
traveller Skippon indirectly confirms this, writing that thin strings are made from a single gut.9

6)

In the opinion of the present writer strings cannot be considered as conical: Capirola does not
say that they are conical but only that one end is larger than the other. It is a different thing
from saying they are conical, which would be a hasty conclusion. Considering the construction
technique based on the whole lamb gut they could actually have by pure chance one end slightly
larger than the other. To this must be added the phenomenon of fretting sharp that occurs
when a string of a certain thickness is pressed against the keys, a phenomenon that is instead
limited in paired octaves. The suggestion of tying on the large strings at the end which presents
a thinner diameter therefore allows us to reduce the phenomenon of raised pitch, limiting any
discord with the paired octave. This explanation also finds experimental confirmation. There are
certainly still unresolved points; however, the experimental verification has made it possible to
verify what is true and what is not.
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Joachim Andersen and the Böhm Flute1
On April 29, 1847, the Danish "Chopin of the flute"2 Carl Joachim Andersen was born in
Copenhagen. This Danish flute virtuoso was a son of Christian Joachim Andersen (1816-99), who
was also involved with the flute, both as a performing musician in H.C. Lumbyes concert hall
orchestra in Tivoli and as a teacher. Carl Joachim or just Joachim Andersen - the name by which he
is known today - learned from his father, as did his brother Vigo (1852-1895), who later became the
solo flautist in the forerunner of today's Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. At the age of 13, Joachim Andersen made his debut
in the Copenhagen Casino Teateret on an 8-key flute and
shortly afterwards became solo flautist in the Musikforeningens
orkester in Copenhagen. After a brief interlude in the music
corps of the Royal Life Guard in 1868,3 he became a member
of Det kongelige Kapel, the Royal Theatre and Opera
Orchestra, in 1869, where he was active until 1878. This was
followed by three years in the Imperial Court Orchestra in St.
Petersburg. In 1881 he got the position as solo flautist in the
distinguished Bilse'schen Orchester in Berlin, but after a few
controversies with the director of the orchestra and a few
months as first flutist in the Berlin Opera Orchestra, he and a
group of musicians founded a new orchestra, the Philharmonie,
which we know today as the Berlin Philharmonic. Here he
worked as a solo flutist and as a conductor until 1891, when he
returned to Denmark. In his time, Joachim Andersen was not
only known as an excellent flute player, but also as a teacher,
conductor and composer of études and concert pieces for flute.
And especially for his études, he is known today among
flautists all over the world.
In 1847, the year Joachim Andersen was born, the German flute virtuoso, composer, inventor and
flute maker Theobald Böhm (1794-1881) presented his new cylindrical flute with its new key
system - an instrument that, in comparison to the flutes that one plays today, has changed little.
Böhm's new flute quickly caught on in France. As early as 1840, the flautists Victor Coche, Paul
Camus and Louis Dorus tried to arrange for flute lessons at the Paris Conservatory to be carried out
on flutes with Böhm's newly developed ring key system from 1832, but the jury, which did not
include flutists, voted against it. The judges felt that the old flute had better intonation and a more
pleasant sound and that the new flute was not yet fully developed. It was not until 1860 that it
became the type of flute that was used for teaching at the Paris Conservatory, and most students had
already switched to the Böhm flute by the exams of that year. This meant, among other things, that
the well-known flautist Jules Demersseman (1833-66) renounced the possibility of a professorship
because he did not want to teach the Böhm flute, but preferred the 8-key flute.4 In Germany, people
were much more cautious about the new valve system than in France, and that was also true for
Joachim Andersen. He swore by the old system in which the flute was still conical, had small holes
and the keys did not close the six tone holes. As mentioned, Andersen was "born" at the same time
as the Böhm flute, but in the literature, e.g. Leonardo de Lorenzo,5 there is consistent talk of his
resistance to switching to the "new" system. So far there is no definitive proof that he played the
new flute - at least not in public.
Apart from the information about his debut on an 8-key wooden flute and his preference for flutes
with the "old system", information about his instruments is sparse. It is not known who built his
first flute, and we still do not know what he later exchanged this instrument with, but an exchange
must have taken place. Wear and tear and increased demands, from the debut of a 13-year-old in

1860 to the demands of the solo flautist in the Philharmonie 28 years later, arguably made new
flutes necessary over this period. None of these flutes are known to us today. So we rely on mere
guesswork, but the 8-key flute hardly lasted that long, maybe not even as a system. Although
Andersen continued to stick to the "old" system, new keys may well have been added when they
were replaced, perhaps also a B-foot or a head joint made of ivory or nickel silver, as is the case
with the instruments of other contemporary flautists who continued to use the old system. In
Joachim Andersen's Concert Piece Op. 3 he also uses the low B, which does not exist on the 8-key
flute. However, this does not necessarily mean that he himself had this note on his own flute.

Anonymous conventional flute made of grenadilla with 8 keys and bearing in a round ended column. Keys, rings,
Nickel silver inlays around the tone holes and headjoint cap c. 19001900

Virtuoso instrument with 7 keys (without long F key) with the signature 567 / CLEMENTI & CO / LONDON /
C.NICHOLSON’S / IMPROVED. Grenadilla with silver keys and chased rings. C and C sharp with pewter pads.
Snakeskin insert to support the thumb and forefinger c. 1820

The flute was Andersen's work tool; he made one solo appearance after another, and he taught. He
must have owned flutes by the best instrument makers of his time - and had the means to purchase
them. Here the instruments of the only Danish flute maker, Alfred Rosenwald (1871-1950), could
not compete. In view of Andersen's contact with the French flutist Paul Taffanel (1844-1908) in
Paris since 1876, instruments from French flute makers such as Bonneville, Godfroy or Taffanel's
preferred builder Louis Lot could have been a possibility for him, but since these makers mostly
worked with Boehm flutes, they are less likely to have been suppliers. English “old-system” flute
makers are not a reliable assumption either. On the other hand, it would be natural, partly due to his
relationships with the German orchestras, for it to have been instrument makers from Germanspeaking countries such as Schwedler, Kruspe, Fischer, Meyer, or Zimmermann who provided him
with flutes. But as we have said, none of Joachim Andersen's flutes of this type are known to us
today.
In the literature, as mentioned, it is often stated that Joachim Andersen did not play flutes with the
Böhm system, but used the old type. It is therefore surprising to find sources according to which
Andersen owned boehm flutes. Alfred Rosenwald's accounts show that he carried out repairs on
flutes that belonged to Joachim Andersen between August 15, 1899 and July 3, 1900.6 In 1899
these were the following items:

12. dec. Joachim Andersen, Fl. rep. 1
T[ime] (Stunde)
13. dec. Joachim Andersen, Fl. rep.
14. dec. Joachim Andersen, Fl. rep.
15. dec. Joachim Andersen, Fl. rep.
16. dec. Joachim Andersen, Fl. rep.
12,00 [kr.] (Kronen)

From Alfred Rosenwald's ledger
December 12-16, 1899 re.
Repair of flute for Joachim Andersen
Here it is not directly stated which type of flute is being repaired, but since Rosenwald between the
designations Fl. / Storfløjte (large flute) and Bøhm-fløjte, it must be a conical flute.
In July 1900 Joachim Andersen appears again in the bookkeeping and this time there is no doubt
about the type of instrument:
02. juli

Joachim Andersen, Bøhm fløjte belæderet (mit Leder gepolstert) 8 T (Stunden)

03. juli

Joachim Andersen, Bøhm fløjte belæderet m m (u.a.m.) 9 T 20,00 [kr.] (Kronen)

Registered income from Alfred Rosenwald's ledger (August 15, 1899 - November 1, 1901)
July 2-3, 1900 for work on Joachim Andersen's boehm flute

So it is clearly a Böhm flute that has been provided with new ‚upholstery‘ and much more.

In 1901 an Andersen and a J. Andersen are again listed in Rosenwald's ledger, but this is probably
Jens Andersen, who is registered on April 28, 1902 as Jens Andersen, who orders a new large flute,
like Bergs, at 150.00 . The instrument will be delivered almost three months later, on July 17.
1901
25. februar Andersen Picc. fl [eget] A[lfred] R[osenwald] Fabr[ikat] 1 Fjeder (Feder) og 1 Korktap
(Korkzapfen) 1,50
12. marts J. Andersen, Picc. Fl. rep. 2,25
1902
17. Juli J. Andersen, ny Storfløjte afleveret (neue große Flöte geliefert)150 kr, hvoraf betalt 100,00
(davon bezahlt)
01. August J. Andersen, betalt Rest paa Storfl, 50,00
(Rest für große Fl. bezahlt)

Instrument maker Alfred Rosenwald

As far as the new large flute from 1902 is concerned, it is not clear from the entry whether it was
built by Rosenwald or imported, because at that time he stopped reporting the time required for
repairs and new products. Rosenwald notes that the instrument should be like Berg's. It was a Carl
Berg who ordered a large flute for 150 crowns on April 23, 1901. It was to be delivered on July
25th, so here too it takes three months from order to delivery and multiple advances are paid for the
flute. This could indicate that both instruments were built by Rosenwald himself. From this point on
we can get an idea of what Rosenwald's big flute looked like. On some handwritten fingering charts
you can see a small drawing of this type of flute. One of these flutes bears the stamp of A.
Rosenwald / ATELIER FOR SOLIST-INSTRUMENTER / KØBENHAVN / 9, Store Regnegade,
where he had his business from 1902 to 1908.

Rosenwald
Flute c. 1900

Nye Triller paa de fra A. Rosenwalds Atelier for 1ste Klasses
Træblæse – Instrumenter udgaaede Storfløjter
(New trills on the one from A. Rosenwald's studio for 1st class
Large flutes made from woodwind instruments)

Alfred Rosenwald's repair of a Böhm flute for Joachim Andersen is not the only information that
establishes a connection between Andersen and the Böhm flute. In 1972 a Rudall & Carte Boehm
flute was sold at an auction in Aarhus. The flute, which has the signature no. 3574, has, as can be
seen in the photo below, two head pieces and a C-foot and is in the original case with screwdriver,
cleaning stick and grease tin. The material is coconut wood, a type of wood similar to ebony, but
with a more brownish, sometimes reddish colour. The mechanism with the covered keys and the
rings is made of nickel silver.
On the uppermost part of the flute body there is the following signature under a crown, which
indicates the address of the company of c. 1878 to 1955..
RUDALL CARTE & Co
23 BERNERS STREET
OXFORD STREET
LONDON
3574
Private collection

(Photo Harrebek)

The buyer then tried to find out something about the instrument and got in touch with the English
flautist and flute maker Robert Bigio, who among other things has extensive expert knowledge of
Rudall & Carte flutes. Bigio was able to report that the flute was made by Barker, one of the
employees of Rudall & Carte, and that it was bought by Joachim Andersen on October 30, 1903.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to determine who had brought the flute up for auction - otherwise
it would have been possible to trace its origin in this way and perhaps find out who had played it:
Andersen himself or a student?

Rudall Carte Böhmfløjte nr. 3574 bought by Joachim Andersen in 1903. Private collection (Photo Harrebek)

Perhaps it is now time to put question marks around the “myth” of Joachim Andersen's antagonistic
relationship with the Boehm flute. There are many indications that it was by no means as clear-cut
as has been previously portrayed. When the author of this article contacted Robert Bigio in January
2010 for more information about Andersen and Rudall & Carte, surprising new facts came to light
that changed the picture. It was not just a single instrument that Andersen had bought from the
company.
The list below is a catalogue of the Böhm flutes found by Bigio, which Joachim Andersen bought
from Rudall & Carte between 1886 and 1907! The details of the many purchases include instrument
number, date of manufacture, model, material, tuning, builder and date of sale. As can be seen from
the list, the first flute - maybe it is the first two - has an open G sharp key and the rest have a closed
G sharp key. Böhm's first instruments had an open G sharp key, but he changed that to a closed G
sharp key because it was more like the pattern for the same note in the old system. The flautist and
teacher at the Leipzig Conservatory, Maximilian Schwedler (1853-1940), recommended the flute
and flute playing in his small work of 1910 Flöte und Flötenspiel. Ein Lehrbuch für Flötenbläser,
indeed for ‚those who intend to switch from the old, ordinary flute to the Böhm flute, [should]
acquire an instrument with a closed G sharp key (...).8 Schwedler's knowledge of the Böhm flute
was excellent, and he most probably heard it being played by Paul Taffanel, one of the leading
flautists of his time, when he performed Mozart's G major concerto with the Leipzig Gewandhaus
Orchestra on the Böhm flute in 1890.
But why did Andersen start with an open G sharp and then move on to the closed one?

Rudall & Carte flutes, bought by Joachim Andersen 1886-1907:
#1445. 24 March 1886. Cocoa [cocuswood] Boehm, Open G#, German silver [nickel] keys,
holes out of line. Made by Goulliere. Sold 29 March 1886 to J. Andersen, Berlin.
#2725. 15 February 1896. Cocuswood Boehm, GS [German silver] keys, old pitch. Made by
Nivarlet. Sold 21 July 1896.
#3481. 17 December 1902. Cocuswood Boehm, GS keys, shut G#, DN [diapason normal,
A=435]. Made by Arthur. Sold 7 January 1903.
#3500. 26 February 1903. Cocuswood Boehm, GS keys, shut G#, DN. Made by Arthur.
Sold 21 April 1903.
#3556. 20 August 1903. [Same description as 3500]. Made by Barker. Sold 30 October
1903.
#3574. 15 October 1903. [Same description as 3500]. Made by Barker. Sold 30 October
1903.
[Note: there is confusion in the records between 3556 and 3574. As there is only one flute, it must be
3574.]
#3597. 15 October 1903. [Same description as 3500 and 3556]. Made by Nivarlet. Sold 30
October 1903.
#4074. 17 October 1907. [Same description again]. Made by Bull. Sold 22 November 1907.
Robert Bigio's list of Rudall & Cartes deliveries of Boehm flutes to Joachim Andersen

So Andersen bought a total of 7 (maybe 8) instruments within a period of only nine years, with
more than half of them being purchased within a single year, 1903.9 The instruments from that year
could not have been intended for his own use, but most probably were resold to schoolchildren. The
purpose of the first purchase from 1886 is more difficult to determine. It is very surprising that this
acquisition comes from the end of his time in Berlin, where he performed 17 times as a soloist with
the Philharmonic in the 1887-1888 season. The purchase was made at a time when he was at the
height of his artistic career with the old ‚Reform-flute‘. And a change would have required getting
used to a new system and would have posed a risk in the transition period, in which work and career
had to be continued at the highest level all the while.
So why buy a new type of flute? And did he play on it himself? Perhaps - Rosenwald's upholstery
work on Andersen's Boehm flute in July 1900 could mean that this was an instrument he used
himself, and considering the two purchases in 1886 and 1896, it may well have been one of these
Rudall & Carte flutes that Rosenwald had in hand. As for the last purchase made in 1907, two years
before Andersen's death, the instrument may have been bought for one of the flautists from the
Conservatory who attended Andersen's orchestral school, which he conducted until 1907-1908.

Joachim Andersen's orchestral school. Season 1898-99. (Musikmuseet. København)

The picture shows one lady and two gentelman flautists with a wooden flute with the Böhm system
(two with B-foot) as well as a flautist with an 8-key flute. Of his many students, only Fanny
Christensen, Robert Enevoldsen, Christian Agerup and Johannes Ahlquist should be mentioned
here. None of the people pictured here have yet been identified.
Given Joachim Andersen's close ties to Berlin, it is surprising that he acquired English flutes. We
know that he was in contact with Rudall & Carte on other occasions, as this company also had a
publishing department that published Andersen's op. 22, 23 and 24, probably in 1891. A more
obvious choice, however, would be instruments from one of the leading German companies such as
Rittershausen or from a French one such as Louis Lot.

1
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5

1. Alfred Rosenwald, Boehm flute with nickel silver mechanism. c. 1910
2. Emil Rittershausen, Boehm flute # 4798 with silver-plated nickel silver mechanism. c. 1920
3. Rudall Carte # 3574 with silver-plated nickel silver mechanism. 1903
4. Louis Lot # 4998 Rosewood, French inline silver mechanism c. 1891
5. Clair Godfroy French model with silver mechanism and open G sharp key c. 1855

There is nothing in Rosenwald's book to
indicate that Joachim Andersen bought flutes
from him. Rosenwald's instruments probably did
not meet his quality requirements and perhaps
the two discussed this question after the repair in
July 1900. It is noticeable that shortly afterwards
Rosenwald contacted Rudall & Carte for the first
time with a request to send a catalogue of the
company's flutes. We don't know if he ordered
instruments. If this was the case, the order was
not fulfilled, because no such order is recorded
in Rudall & Carte’s archives.10 But Andersen's
purchases increased in the next two years. Can
they have fallen out? Andersen no longer had
any instruments repaired by him and he bought
more Rudall & Carte flutes than he can have
needed for himself. Had he become a competitor
in the supply of “master flutes”??

Rudall & Cartes letter of reply to Rosenwald of 7th February 1901

In an advertisement, that Rosenwald had printed c.1910, a number of distinguished personalities are
listed, of whom excellent recommendations for his repair work are available, but Joachim
Andersen's name - the most famous - is not on the list.
But Rosenwald was apparently sufficiently qualified to carry out repairs for Andersen's pupils.
The ledger shows that the aforementioned Agerup paid several times for various repairs to his
Böhm flute and his Böhm piccolo. Although Rosenwald made large flutes and Böhm flutes, there

are no new orders from professional circles in Copenhagen, for instance none of the flautists in the
Royal Chapel. In contrast, there are many repairs to instruments in the books, including those made
by musicians in the band. This applies to the flutists F.P.E. Storm (a member 1891-1927), H. Peter
Mollerup (1893-1944) and Otto C. J. Friis-Petersen (1910-1943). A single one of Rosenwald's
instruments, but not a flute, has found its way into royal circles, if not into the Royal Chapel, but at
least to a representative of the royal family, since his Royal Highness, Prince Axel ordered a new
Bb clarinet with nickel silver pins and screws for 150 crowns at the Gelben Palais on January 24,
1907.
As for Mollerup, the ledger reveals an interesting detail: on 27 September 1899 Mollerup had 2
pads, 1 spring and some keys on his Boehm flute repaired, while the entry from 7 May 1900 reads
Mollerups Schüler, alte D. Fl. rep. for 1.50 kr. Here it is the teacher who teaches a student on the
old conical type of flute, himself playing on a Boehm flute. The reverse was the case with Joachim
Andersen.
Mollerup started on the old type himself and then switched to Böhm. The former solo flautist in
the Aalborg symfoniorkester, Esben Steensgaard, reported that when he appeared in 1947 for his
first flute lesson with the then solo flautist in the Radiosymfoniorkesteret, Poul Birkelund, he
brought the instrument he had been practicing on, namely an old French conical flute that Mollerup
had heard. Birkelund refused to teach on this instrument. This anecdote illustrates the sluggishness
when the new system was introduced, because the invention was almost 100 years old at the time.
And the further you get away from the cultural centres, the greater the indolence. When he inquired
about a flute in a music shop in the small Jutland town of Skive at the end of the 1960s, the seller
asked the enlightening question: Should it be an ordinary flute or a Boehm flute?
This transition phenomenon is clearly reflected in the flood of flute tutors that appeared during
this period. The French school Méthode de Flûte by Hugot and Wunderlich was first printed in
1804 and then followed by numerous revised editions and translations. In the course of this time the
flutes gained more and more keys and the Danish edition of this tutor from 1919 shows the entire
development of the instrument with fingering tables from the 1-keyed flute to the Böhm flute

A

1-keyed conical flute

B

4-keyed conical flute

C

9-keyed conical flute

D

Böhm flute
Four different flutes with fingering charts in Hugot-Wunderlich's flute method, (Wilhelm Hansens Musikverlag,
Copenhagen, 1919)

The school says about the difference between the two systems: ‚Opinions about the use of this (the
Böhm flute) or the ordinary B flute are different; some prefer the soft sound of the B flute11 to the
somewhat harder or sharper sound of the Boehm flute.‘12
Another example is the aforementioned little tutor Flöte und Flötenspiel. Ein Lehrbuch für
Flötenbläser, a book for flute players by Maximilian Schwedler. The first edition appeared in 1897
and was published again in 1910 and 1923 with revised new editions. In the edition of 1897 there is
a description and illustrations of the Böhm flute, but a fingering table only for the old type. In the
editions of 1910 and 1923 there are fingering tables for both types. And where one would expect in
the last edition of 1923 that the Böhm flute would develop into the predominant system, a new
further development of the old system appears, with keys for all holes. Schwedler's explanation for
this is as follows: ‚The use of the ordinary flute had declined in the last few years before the war.

The high prices that are now being charged for a Böhm or reformed flute, however, bring the simple
flute models back to the fore.‘13

Latest development of the old flute type from Schwedler's 3rd edition of Flöten und Flötenspiel 1923

If you play Joachim Andersen's works today, these are naturally, one is tempted to say, on a Boehm
flute, as can be heard on recordings of his works with Thomas Jensen, the solo flutist in the im
Sønderjyllands Symfoniorkester. If it were a recording in which one strived for historical
authenticity, would one then have to choose the type of instrument that the composer himself used
or the type that was the most common at the time the works were composed? To work with
performance practice means not only the way of playing, but also using the instruments of the
respective epoch. And there is a difference in sound between a conical and a cylindrical flute.
Schwedler writes that the choice between the two is a matter of taste and adds that, in his opinion:
‚great modulation capabilities are only inherent in the conical flute tube. The cylinder barrel does
not have tones that are particularly divergent from the delicate or sonorous sounds. Therefore, when
using the Böhm flute (with cylinder tube), the limits of the tone colouring for the artistic intentions
of the wind player must occur earlier than when using a good conical flute.‘14
A number of statements can be found on this tonal difference between the two types of flute. As
early as 1869, Wagner mentions in On Conducting that the woodwinds, especially the flutists, ‚have
transformed their formerly gentle instruments into true tubes of violence‘.15 The solo flautist in
Munich, Rudolf Tillmetz (1847-1915), a student of Böhm, quickly adopted the cylindrical flute. But
after the premiere of Parsifal in 1882 he was criticized by Wagner because his instrument, a Boehm
flute made of silver, sounded like a “cannon”. The criticism led Tillmetz to experiments and
considerations, which ended with him writing in 1890 in the foreword to his flute method Anleitung
zur Erlernung der Theobald Boehm’schen Cylinder- und Ringklappenflöte op. 30: ‚When in
Bayreuth in 1882 I was in the orchestra for Parsifal I noticed that Richard Wagner showed no
sympathy for the cylinder flute. He named them "cannons". I therefore decided, further encouraged
by the royal general music director Hermann Levi, to switch to the ring flute with a conical bore,
which I did not regret....I was particularly delighted by the softness of the tone, the delicate
response and the ability to modulate all the notes‘.16 Tillmetz switched to Böhm's conical model in
wood from 1832
In Berlin, no requirements were placed on the type of instrument. Here Joachim Andersen sat in
1881 with his conical Meyer wooden flute next to the French Charles Molé (1857-1905), who
played a silver Boehm flute.18
The enthusiasm for the conical flute can also be read from Leonardo de Lorenzo, who, while
visiting Munich in 1926, was surprised to learn that most flute players in Munich used a conical
flute. They found this better suited for chamber music, as it more nearly approached the flute for
which the music was written.19 In general, Böhm's cylindrical flute only slowly gained a foothold in
German music institutions. In addition to Munich, this also applies to Dresden, Berlin and Leipzig.
In 1934, the music critic Alexander Berrsche asked in an article about the old woodwind
instruments in the magazine Trösterin Musica: ‚How long will it take until ... the conically drilled
flute with the slim grace of its tone is extinct and replaced by the cylindrically drilled one, whose
thick, organ-register-like sound had already aroused Richard Wagner's anger‘.20
Even in France, as mentioned above, there were flutists who preferred the sound of the “old”
conical flutes. In connection with the transition from the old flute type to the new, Jean Rémusant

(1815-1880)21 regretted the loss of sound, grace and expression as well as the deterioration in sound
quality.22
The question now arises whether what disturbed Joachim Andersen about the Böhm flute was the
switch to a new key system with new fingering combinations or the sound. There are indications
that the reason for his reluctance could have been the need to get used to a new fingering system,
because, in addition to the many acquisitions of Boehm flutes already mentioned, he also
recommended - according to Toke Lund Christiansen, solo flautist in the DR SymfoniOrkestret, the
national Danish Radio Symphony Orchestra - in a letter to his student Johannes Ahlquist that he
buy a Louis Lot Boehm flute. And Robert Bigio, one of the many who studied with the French
flautist and pedagogue Marcel Moyse (1889-1984) or took part in his courses, had also seen Moyse
talk about Joachim Andersen's visit to the Paris Conservatory in 1906, where Paul Taffanel was a
professor at the time and Moyse was a student. Bigio remarks ‚I don‘t remember Moyse ever saying
that Andersen played an old-system flute‘. This is of course no form of proof, but Bigio's student
days fell during the 1960s, when such a comment could be taken as natural. Toke Lund
Christiansen also reports that in connection with this visit, Moyse
told Joachim Andersen that after Taffanel had played Andersen's
Op. 15, 3 on the Boehm flute, he exclaimed: ‚I did not know that
I had written such a beautiful piece‘.23 Andersen also twice
provided the piece that was used as the unseen work that had to
be rehearsed and played by heart by students trying to win a
"Premier Prix" from the Paris Conservatory. Here, too, Andersen
knew that Boehm flutes would be played.
If you look at this information together with his dedications of
flute compositions for friends, students and colleagues who he
knew were using Boehm flutes, you have to say that the right
instrument for his music in a performance-related context would
be a flute with the old system can as well as one with the Böhm
system - but maybe made of wood.
Among Joachim Andersen's most famous students there are
names like Jay Plowe, Ary van Leeuwen and Emil Prill, all of
whom became solo flutists in renowned orchestras. We know
from them that Leeuwen and Prill became users of the Böhm
flute.24 The latter published a school for the Böhm flute in 1900.
Emil Prill with Louis Lot(?) Böhm flute 24th March 1911

Is there still a way to find out whether Joachim Andersen played on a flute with Böhm keys? Maybe
- but the final proof is still missing. If you look at images of Andersen in photos or drawings, you
will unfortunately not find this any help. There are several pictures in the Danish archives, but none
of them showing him holding a flute in his hand or at his lips. The same applies to the German
sources that the American professor and solo flautist in the Peoria Symphony Orchestra in Illinois,
Kyle Dzapo, examined in connection with her book Joachim Andersen: A Bio-Bibliography. In an
email, she said: ‚I conducted research at the Philharmonic’s archive and also at various libraries and
archives in the city, but I never found any pictures of Andersen holding a flute.‘ So if a photo from
e.g. St. Petersburg or from a private collection does not appear, images by Joachim Andersen are no
help either.
One might get the impression that Joachim Andersen was extremely conservative in the choice of
his instruments and did not move with the times. But here you have to keep in mind that the flute
changed very much throughout the 19th century, often as a result of close collaboration between
leading musicians and instrument makers. Sometimes musicians and instrument makers were one
and the same person like Böhm and Drouet, among others. The instruments were often built to
individual request with all possible variants of valve systems. A selection of these can be found in
the large instrument catalogues from the beginning of the 20th century, from companies such as Ch.

& J. Ullmann (c. 1900), Buffet (1926) and Couesnon (1934) in Paris, Mahillon & Co. in Brussels,
Kohlert Sons, Graslitz, Jul. Heinr. Zimmermann Leipzig (St. Petersburg, Moscow, Riga and
London 1899). Tradition and conservatism in their offerings persisted well into the 20th century.

Ein Teil der Flötenauswahl aus dem Katalog „Cid“ der Gebrüder Schuster c. 1930

This is clear from the catalogues of two German companies with an address in the "musical
instrument town" of Markneukirchen in Saxony. In one catalogue, "Cid" Musical Instruments and
Strings, from the Schuster brothers, you can choose conical flutes with keys from 1 to 14 and with
systems from Ziegler, Meyer, Schreiber and Schwedler-Kruspe. In addition, you can of course find
Boehm flutes made of wood, nickel silver and real silver. We are around the year 1930.25
Unlimited options, and the last and most extreme example is the cylindrical flute with Meyer key
system at the bottom of the right catalogue page. So here the old mechanics have been transferred to
the cylindrical tube and the large keys, which produce a larger tone. The reverse and more common
procedure is also known. In Flöte und Flötenspiel Schwedler comments on these hybrid instruments
as follows: ‚Conical flutes with Böhm mechanics are just as incorrect a combination as cylinder
flutes with keyed action according to the old fingering‘.26

THE REGENT/sold by/Boosey & Hawkes Ltd/FRENCH. MAKE. Cylindrical flute with large keys and old system
J.M. BÜRGER/STRASSBURG.Conical flute with small (ring)keys and Böhm-System

In the 1951 catalogue27 of Migma Musikinstrumenten = Genossenschaft, Markneukirchen, the
selection is reduced to only four models of the old type and otherwise are Boehm flutes. The latter
are available in two models, one offered with either an open or closed G #, and the other only with a
closed G #. Joachim Andersen's first Rudall & Carte also had an open G sharp. Today flutes with an
open G sharp are played almost exclusively in Russia.
For today's reader it is hard to believe that all of the catalogues mentioned here still offer both types
- even in the catalogues from France, the pioneer in the adoption of the Böhm flute, where Marcel
Moyse's Conservatoire modèle 1932 in Couesnon's catalog from 1934 on the page after Grandes
Flûtes Système Ordinaire, i.e. the old system, is listed. That's 100 years after the invention of the
Böhm flute!

John Grey Military-Band-Flöten aus Rose, Morris & Co.’s Katalog von 1959

This does not include the use of the old type in Irish folk music or in English military bands. In the
Rose, Morris & Co. catalogue of Musical Merchandise from 1959, John Gray’s range for Military
Band even consists exclusively of old-style flutes. In Denmark the marching piccolo is known from
some guards and marching orchestras, but not the use of the conical large flute.
And in one of these large catalogues, information appears about which instrument make Joachim
Andersen played (if not necessarily), or at least owned at a certain point in time. In Julius Heinrich
Zimmermann's large instrument catalogue from 1899, in connection with the overview of wind
instruments, there is a list of the names of the musicians who recommend or play Zimmermann's
instruments. Joachim Andersen, professor in Copenhagen, is listed here.

Joachim Andersen's recommendation of Zimmermann's flutes in the company's catalogue from 1899

In 1876 Zimmermann opened a music shop in
St. Petersburg, which over the course of a few
years developed into the largest supplier of
products for the musical needs of the Tsar's
court. From 1878-81 Joachim Andersen was at
this farm and thus had a natural opportunity to
contact the company. Several of his
compositions, op. 46, 47, 48, 55 and 56 from
1893-94, were published by Zimmermanns
Verlag in Leipzig and Op. 55 is offered in the
instrument catalogue mentioned. The choice
of instrument types is not as large as that in
"Cid", but seems to be geared more towards
the needs of professional musicians.
Joachim Andersen's recommendation does
not make it immediately clear whether it refers
to the old type or the Böhm flute, but since the
description of the selection of Böhm flutes
says that it is good French work, one must be
able to exclude this. In the recommendation of
Zimmermann's instruments by the musicians,
it is stated which ones play the same.
This is to inform the catalogue readers that
"the big names" play this brand themselves.
These types of recommendations should not
be taken too strictly, because many instrument
companies "gave", and still "give", an
instrument to recognized musicians in return
for a positive mention or recommendation
Modell Zimmermann Eigener Fabrik Nr. 6544 und 6546

In the catalogue, Ernesto Köhler particularly recommends the Zimmermann Eigener Factory No.
6544 and 6546 of the old, improved type according to Schwedler. Conical flutes with the tuning A
= 870, unless otherwise requested, and the only instruments that are marked with the indication that
they are their own make. So it must have been one of these two models that Joachim Andersen most
likely owned.
We don't know when he got this flute. It could not have been during his stay in St. Petersburg, as
Zimmermann did not start making instruments himself until around 1885.28 But in all likelihood
Joachim Andersen had a conical Zimmermann flute with the old system - and with a B-foot.

Flute selection from Zimmermann's 1899 instrument catalogue.
The 4th instrument from the left is an 8-keyed flute

So we now have knowledge of two companies, Zimmermann and Rudall & Carte, whose
instruments Joachim Andersen owned. Both were companies that also acted as a music publisher
and published some of his works. As already mentioned, Andersen may have established contact
with Zimmermann during his time in St. Petersburg.
When and how the connection to Rudall & Carte came about is unknown, but it existed from
1886. Is it conceivable that the cooperation with Rudall & Carte later also included a kind of sales
contract, according to which Joachim Andersen sold the companies flutes in Denmark? Could the
four flutes in 1903 point in this direction or was he just helping the students?
Finally, it must be mentioned that Joachim Andersen played a Meyer flute in Bilse's orchestra in
1881. Whether it is a flute made by Zimmermann with the Meyer system or an instrument made by
Meyer is not clear from the source.29
The last concert known to us, in which Joachim Andersen took part as a flautist, and which was
probably the only time he performed after his return, took place on 6 February 1898 in the Museum
of Music History in Copenhagen.30 Here he opened the concert with two movements from a flute
sonata by Frederick the Great. The continuo part was played by the pianist Golla Hammerich on a
piano that had belonged to the composer Christoph Ernst Friedrich Weyse, and Andersen used a
single-keyed flute by Jean Daniel Holtzapffel (1770-1843), who played it during his time in Paris
(from 1812 ) had built. The instrument belonged to the Danish poet Jens Baggesen (1764-1826) and
the museum received it as a gift on 1 February 1898, a few days before the concert.
Although Andersen only had a few days to get used to a flute that had only one key, but double
holes for G / G sharp and thumb holes for F and B on the underside, it was probably not a big
problem. to switch from an 8-key flute to one with only one key if you only kept the thumb holes
closed.

.

Jens Baggesen's flute with 3 middle pieces and double holes for F, G sharp and B. Special patented system developed
by Holtzapffel (photo Musikmuseet)

Thumb holes for B and F (photo Musikmuseet)

Here the circle closes with the only flute known to us today, which we know for sure that Joachim
Andersen played on. Whatever type of systems he had and played over time, he ended his
professional career by playing the last concert on a flute with one key. It was this type of flute that
Böhm began playing around 1810 - a 1-key flute by Proser - which he developed into a completely
new flute in 1847, and which then took about 100 years to displace the old conical flutes from their
dominant position.
Mogens Friis 2012. Translated from Danish to German by Dr. Friedel Dubslaff and then with
amended Googletranslate by the Editor

Joachim Andersen ”Legende” (Musikmuseet Kopenhagen)

Notes
1 This article is based on a revised version of the Danish original Joachim Andersen og Bøhm-fløjten, first
published in Custos. Tidsskrift for tidlig musik 1/2012, pp. 8-21.
2 Denmark has two equally famous Andersens: Hans Christian Andersen and Joachim Andersen. J. A. is
known worldwide as the "Chopin of the flute". Statement by flautist Marcel Moyse to the (unidentified)
interlocutor Poul Tofte-Petersen. J. A. - folder in the Musikmuseet Copenhagen.
3 Hans Fulling's list of the instruments played by the musicians in the bodyguard contains the following
information: Carl Joachim Andersen [born] 1847 [discontinued] 1868 [retired] 1869 [primary instrument]
flute [secondary instrument] violin, viola. Fulling's source material is archived in the Historical Collection of
the Life Guard, Livgardens Historiske Samling, Copenhagen.

4 Blakeman 2005, p. 14.
5 Italian flautist (1875-1962), worked in the United States for most of his life and published My Complete
Story of the Flute in 1951.
6 In the 1885 census, there was a family of musicians Andersen with the address Tornebuskegade 5,
cadastral no. 158, front building 4th floor, 5. One of the sons is named Joachim Andersen, is 24 years old and
employed as a hoboist in the guard. Hoboist was the name given to a military musician who played a wind
instrument. It cannot be the “famous” Joachim, because the hoboist was born in 1860, the father is Ulrik
Thor Andersen and the brother Emil Sophus Andersen. At this point in time we don't know what instrument
he played on. If his instrument was the flute, it is therefore not possible to say with certainty whether it was
Joachim Andersen who had the instruments repaired. However, it is not very likely.
7 This could be C.V.H. Berg, who is registered in the membership directory of Københavns
Orkesterforening 1897 with flute as main instrument.
8 The section with this recommendation can not be found in the first edition from 1897, but only in the
edition from 1910, p. 14.
9 Brown gives the number 6 here. Brown 2002, p 29.
10 Message from Robert Bigio. Even Rudall & Carte’s reply to Rosenwald does not indicate cooperation for
sales purposes.
11 Reference is made to the flute shown under C, a model after C. Heinemeyer.
12 Hugot-Wunderlich 1919, p. 9.
13 Schwedler 1923, p. 94.
14 Schwedler 1923, pp. 14-15.
15 Wagner 1869, p. 32.
16 Quoted from Joppig 1987, p. 63.
17 Molé was solo flautist in the Boston Symphony Orchestra and later in the New York Symphony
Orchestra.
18 Ordered a Louis Lot flute on February 4, 1888. Giannini 1993, p. 198.
19 Lorenzo 1992, p. 410.
20 Quoted from Joppig 1987, p. 64.
21 Composer and solo flautist in orchestras in Paris and London.
22 Blakeman 2005, p. 23.
23 Brown mentions that it was Moyse who played the work. Brown 2002, p. 29, but Moyse was tutored in
the piece by Taffanel, who then played it through himself and accepted Andersen's compliment. Blakeman
2005, p. 188.
24 Among other things, Prill bought a Louis-Lot-Böhm flute made of silver No. 5032 d. December 31, 1890.
Giannini 1993, p. 199.
25 The catalogue comes from Alfred Rosenwald's estate and there is also a letter from this company to
Rosenwald dated May 28, 1951. There is no year or recommendation in the catalog that can help to date it
more precisely. With one exception, the names of the builders are preceded by an after, which indicates that
it is an imitation and that the original builder may have died before the catalog was published. In the case of
the Böhm flutes with the name Carl Schreiber, this indicates from in front of the name that the instrument
must be made by Carl Schreiber. Since he dies in 1931 and the company is taken over by a successor, the
catalog will probably be from before 1931 and the letter only means that there is still contact between "Cid"
and Rosenwald.
26 In the 2nd and 3rd edition (Schwedler 1910, p.13 and 1923, p.14), but not in the 1st edition.
27 There is also a covering letter for this catalogue in which Migma d. June 18, 1951 announces that the
company is sending its latest catalogue, even if it has not heard from Rosenwald for a long time. Although
this catalogue, like the previous one, is not dated, matching text types and e.g. identical bank numbers,
telephone numbers, etc. in the cover letter and in the catalogue indicate that both the letter and the catalog are
dated 1951. The final proof of age, however, is provided by a price list from May and June 1951, which is
mentioned in the cover letter. The model numbers in the price list and in the catalogue match. In the Migma
catalogue you can also find the note that the tuning of the instruments has been raised and therefore the
normal tuning is now A = 880, which also speaks for about 1950 as the correct date.
28 Message from Saskia Bieber, the archivist at Zimmermann-Verlag.
29 http://kosiv.info/ed/grove/Entries/S40569.htm. ARDAL POWELL.
30 Today's Nationalmuseum Musikmuseet.

Overview of old and new instrument-related data from Joachim Andersen's life:
Jahreszahl

Angabe zu den Instrumenten

Quelle

1860

J. A. plays an 8 key flute

Debüt im Casino Teateret, Kopenhagen

1881

J.A. plays a Meyer flute

Bilses Orchester, Berlin

1886
29.3.

J.A. buys a Rudall Carte Böhm flute with open
G#, #1445, by Goullière

According to Rudall & Carte’s ledger, sold J.
Andersen, Berlin

1896
21.7.

J.A. buys Rudall & Carte Böhm flute, old pitch,
#2725, by Nivarlet

Accorrding Rudall & Carte’s ledger sold to J.
Andersen, Copenhagen

1898
6.2.

J.A. plays concert on 1-key flute by Jean Daniel
Holtzapffel, Paris (Holtzapffels workshop from
1812)

Musikmuseet, Kopenhagen

1899
12.-16.12.

J.A. has a large flute repaired

Rosenwald‘s ledger, Kopenhagen

1899

J.A. allegedly used Modell Zimmermann Eigener
Fabrik Nr. 6544 or 6546 of the old improved type
according to Schwedler

J.A.s recommendation Zimmermann Products
in Zimmermann’s catalogue

1900
2.-3.7.

J.A. has a Böhm flute repaired, no information
about the brand

Rosenwald’s ledger

1903
7.1.

J.A. buys a Rudall & Carte Böhm flute with
closed G#, A=435, #3481, by Arthur

According to Rudall & Carte’s ledger sold to J.
Andersen, Kopenhagen

1903
21.4.

J.A. buys a Rudall & Carte Böhm flute with
closed G#, #3500, by Arthur

According to Rudall & Carte‘s ledger sold
to J. Andersen, Kopenhagen

1903
30.10.

J.A. buys a Rudall & Carte Böhm flute with
closed G#, #3556, by Barker

According to Rudall & Carte‘s ledger sold
to J. Andersen, Kopenhagen

1903
30.10.

J.A. buys a Rudall & Carte Böhm flute with
closed G#, #3574, by Barker

According to Rudall & Carte‘s ledger sold
to J. Andersen, Kopenhagen. Uncertainty
in the entry regarding # 3556 and # 3574. If
there is only 1 instrument, it must be the
latter

1903
30.10.

J.A. buys a Rudall & Carte Böhm flute with
closed G#, #, #3597, by Nivarlet

According to Rudall & Carte‘s ledger sold
to J. Andersen, Kopenhagen

?

J.A. recommends his student Johannes
Ahlquist to buy a Louis-Lot Boehm flute

1907
22.11.

J.A. buys Rudall & Carte Böhm flute with
closed G#, #4074, by Bull
J.A.s flute probably destroyed by fire.
No information on brand or type

Letter from J.A. to Ahlquist. According to a
communication
from
Toke
Lund
Christiansen
According to Rudall & Carte‘s ledger sold
to J. Andersen, Kopenhagen
J.A.s Former student, Robert Enevoldsen,
received, among other things, his flute as a
gift after Andersen's death and sold it c.
1934-35 to the Copenhagen Tivoli
Orchestra. The flute probably did not
survive the Tivoli fire in June 1944

1944
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